
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 25

12) =1). Theproofis almost the same as for 10, 1.
hama. In a totally bold metric space, there is a sequence

15u), where each in is a finite open cover

with its ofdiameter itsof sit. Furt refines

Fu, i.e. each set in Jutt is a subsetofa retin En.

!
Proof. let(Fall be a sequence of finite t-wete,
X &let5 = =3 Bit (x): x = Fu, so it's a cover

E of X. Then let in be the rot of all intersectionsEz

of sets in Ei, l, ...,n'
Er

Now let I be an open cover of X and suppose
for the contrary but I doesn'thave a finite subcover.

Let(52) be thesequence of finite open covers of A given

by the leana above. Thus, by Pigeonhole principle, there
x6.= (X) is a set UIEE, that doesn't admit

a Ginik subcover with sets in it.

MY Yy F:= hr.,U,Dil Similarly, EM2t52 But doesn't

⑲MP800808 Fz:=Un, Ha,Her, ... Uncl Uz = U,
1111 12 L



have a quite subcover of 1. ... 7 UntEEu, Kari?Un
that doesn'tadmit a finite subcover. Then (in)
is a decreasing scene ofclosed sets ofvanishing

Dan Beldiameter, so
7x1en by the completener ofX.n

i But I cover X so I UEM sot, U=x, hence I

n s.t. B2(x) = U and hence UnEU bense dian()

24. Thus, "Un admits a cover will a single set front,
contradicting the very choice of Un.

brolly. In R" with
any

ofthe equivalent utrics dp, 1P18,
compactsets are exactly the closed and bold ones.

Proof. HW

Examples of topspaces violating (1) (=) (2).

Order topology. Given a totally ordered st (X, ), i.e. 2 is a total
order on X:Fx,y,zGX,

(i) x KX

(ii) x<yayz =3 x<z

(iii) x<y or ycx or x
=

G,



We define theorder top on X is generated by the inter-

vals (a,b) ==(x=X:acx<b), for all acb in X.

Note butthe in intersection of two intervals is again an

interval, so the intervals form a basis for this topology.

Example. Theusual Euclidean top on IR coincides with the

order top. With respect to the usual order.

Example (ordinals). LetX =
=

0, i.e. the first unafbl ordinal.

Ordinals are well-ordered its by the order a and
each ordinal 2 is equal to the ordinals less than it,
inded G= B:B =x]. Treating Ias a strict

well-order (in particular hotal order), consider the order

top on no, will be addinal open set 303, i.e. the basis

is formed by interals (2,B) and 403, GC in wo.

Obs1. (2,] =(2, B+1), so (2, B7 is open.

her 2. The order top on W, is I' atbl.

Proof. Indeed, by theobservation above,for each EW, 40s,



the intervals (,], a form a neighbourhood
basis bene F other interval (V, d) ,
We interval (V, BJ = (2, 0). But Ionly atbly
many Ga.

Fact 3. Thesupremum ofa ctbl set A of itbl ordinals is

still a ctbl ordinal.

Proof. Because VAis a transitive at ofordinals, it'san
ordinal. Using the fact ktda da (where
↓

means de or G =B), we see thatVAis the

supremum(= least upper bound) for A. Itremains to

notthatWAis otbl being a cfll union ofothl site.

Clin 4. The order top. On w, is not compact; in fact it'snoteven Linder

loff. Iam open cover withno ctbl subcover.

Proof. Let us be the cover ofX consisting of
intervals (8,2) at the not 903, 2520,
This doesn't have a calibrover 107, 10,4), ...,
10, Gn) ... beare then 2:=(sup2n) H is still in wi by Facts,

nEIN

but I isnot in any 10, dn).



Claim 5. The order top. on N, is sequentially compact.
Proof. Let (2) be a sequence

of oth) ordinals. We may assume

WLOG Hot(r) doesn'thave a constantsubsequence
because such a subsequence would be convergent and
we'd be done. Let B:=sup (n:nEN, so, ew,
by Fact 3. Only finitely many Qn (possibly none) can

equal, so removing these members we still get an

infinite sequence, so
the set 342:nEN319,374.

Similarly, let==

sup 922:hEIN) [,3, so
and still (n:nEN32(B, P2370. Continuing,
let , :=sup7n:hEN32(,, R3 and so on.

the sequence ,2I,]... is a monincreasing
sequence ofordinals, so by well-orderednen, it
must stabilize atsome REN, ie. But, Pan...

Thus, or is not a maxof 32n:WEINS27y .;PatS,
i.e. the supreme is notachieved. It is now

not hard to build a subsequence converging
to ita

using the fact thatthe intervals (8,], Na,
form a cell neighbourhood basis at .

Indeed, enumerate 48:Wa3 =7 FebeEN, so



B.=Y (Ne, BSSCN is a neighb. basis at . We may assume
With that Bet Bets ke by replacing Be rite, Bi
In other words, we way assume thatsel g.

is increasin

For l=1, s.t. nG(V,B] so take one and

call it 2n,.
For b=2, I *u s,t. GnG(V2,] so take no n

with Gaz t (V2, B].
For 1=3, 7sit. An t(8,] so take nor

with ang (V2, J.
...

We geta subsequence (are) s.t. FLFesh
duez (2,3, huus Que- as 1- 4.

To give an example ofa compact space it is notsequentially

compact, we need the following important toren, which we will

prove nexttime:

Tychonoff's Theorem/AC). Any product (possible urcthl) of compart op
spaces is compact (in the product top).

Remark. This theorem is equivalent to the Axion ofChusice. HW



Example. Consider the product space 10.70, ..,y, 1913, i.e. all
functions from 10,17 to 18. This is a compact
space by Tychonoff's meovem hut:

Clain:This space is not sequentially compact.
Proof. Let (ful be the sequence offunctions from

10,17 to 10, where fulx)-- the nthdigit after "P."
in the decimal p. of x (where we prefer the

0.***994 ... rotation by 0.12181)0PP...).
For example fz (0, 18703...) =7. This doesn'thave

a convergent subsequence. HW


